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Before we meet again like this, before we are gathered for Sunday services once more, the 
winter solstice will have passed.  

Some days we could almost forget about winter here in Albuquerque. We had that snow storm 
a few weeks ago, but then this weekend I barely needed a jacket. It was so mild outside. It’s 
cold in the mornings, sure, but by the afternoon the sun is out and any trace of frost is long 
gone. And even when it’s cold, winter here isn’t like the pacific northwest where I grew up. 
Unless you are walking or biking, for most people in Albuquerque it is possible to go from one 
warmed space to another, without spending enough time outside to actually get cold.  

In the pacific northwest, you know when it’s winter because you get wet. Even if you’re just 
dashing from a parking lot to a door. In Oregon where I grew up, you definitely know when it’s 
winter—or at least, you know when it isn’t summer. It rains in the fall, winter, and spring there. 
(I can honestly say I do not miss that.) 

In Albuquerque the winter tends to be gentler for the most part. But because we still live a long 
way from the equator, we can count on the sun to let us know. Winter is here. The days are 
shorter and shorter and shorter. The nights are longer. And next Saturday, the day will be the 
shortest of all, the night the longest… and then the wheel of the year will turn back toward 
spring and summer. That shortest day and longest night, that is winter solstice. 

The larger culture in which we find ourselves does not like darkness. People are scared of it, 
and we’re always chasing it away with flash lights, night lights and twinkle lights. Or at best, we 
disregard it as though it weren’t very important. A while back I read a book called “Why We 
Sleep” – a really cool book by a sleep scientist—and after the chapter on the importance of 
darkness for good sleep, and the importance of good sleep for basically everything else in life, I 
started noticing how many things in modern homes have little lights. Kitchen appliances. 
Humidifiers and fans. Laptops. Power strips. e-readers. Smartphones light up if you bump into 
them. Street lights and lights on our neighbors’ houses infiltrate from outside. I went around 
the room where I sleep trying to unplug, relocate, or cover all that light. Darkness is hard to 
achieve, when the society you live in does not value the darkness. 

Pagans tend to see things differently, though. Pagan is an umbrella term. It refers to earth-
based traditions, including those with roots that date back to Western Europe before the time 
of Christianity. 

In a Druid winter solstice ceremony, participants gather on the solstice for a ritual that 
acknowledges the anxiety darkness can cause… and then the lights are turned off. In darkness, 
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the group meditates and practices letting go of what has ended. There is no rush to celebrate 
the return of the sun. The ceremony values the darkness itself.  

That darkest night in the midst of the turning of our seasons— it’s like a pause. The word 
“solstice” means standstill.  

This seasonal pause… it is like the natural cycle of our breathing. When you get to the end of an 
exhalation, there’s this little pause, a rest, before you breathe in again. Solstice is kind of like 
that. For the year. For the spirit.  

The darkness of winter solstice is spiritually valuable.  

The pagan theologian Starhawk writes, “Beware of organizations that proclaim devotion to the 
light without embracing, bowing to the dark; for when they idealize half the world they must 
devalue the rest.”i  

When they are religious, Barbara Brown Taylor calls those organizations “full solar churches.”ii  

In full solar spirituality, many of the moods and experiences associated with the dark—grief, 
sadness, loss of meaning, feeling directionless or lost, or experiencing doubt—there isn’t a lot 
of room for those. They are seen as problems to be prayed away or solved with statements of 
theological certainty… which is too bad, because while they are uncomfortable, those moods 
and experiences can also be profoundly important. They tell us what is important to us, what is 
precious.  

Feeling directionless can help us identify wrong directions—which is surely as important as 
knowing where we are going in life. And sitting in that uncertainty—being with our 
directionless-ness without rushing through it—can make space for discovery, new 
opportunities, and self-knowledge that we would not have gotten if we’d kept barreling along 
at whatever we were doing before.  

Has anyone had an experience like that? Where you felt like you were lost, but in the end it led 
to something good? And you ended up somewhere you might never have expected? 

Last Thursday was the tenth anniversary of my ordination into Unitarian Universalist ministry. I 
was ordained on December 12th 2009 at First Parish in Concord, Massachusetts. I’ll tell you, 
some days I am still surprised by having become a minister. I did not see that coming in my life. 
That’s because for a while, I wasn’t ready to see it. First, I had to spend several years not 
knowing what I would do.  

Sometimes we have to experience our lives or our certainty unraveling, in order to have the 
threads to weave into something new. We don’t ask for these experiences, and often they 
come with real loss… yet they are part of living a whole life, and if we allow ourselves to be 
present to them, they can lead us to deeper living, to a profound sense of meaning, and even a 
kind of fearlessness… the freedom from fear that comes from being with and living through 
something hard.  
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Even if we never would say of difficult things in life, “I’m glad it happened,” we can hope to say, 
I became wiser, more fearless, or more compassionate.  

That is a kind of spiritual direction the winter solstice suggests to us.   

But darkness is not just a symbol of difficult feelings and experiences. Darkness is also 
associated with contemplation, depth, rest, fertility, dreaming, and healing. In darkness, seeds 
germinate. In darkness, new life is formed.   

The long dark nights of winter are a spiritual gift. They are an invitation to pause.  

The novelist Pico Iyer says, “Many of us have the sensation… that we are standing about two 
inches away from a huge screen. And it’s noisy and it’s crowded, and it’s changing with every 
second. And that screen is our lives. And it’s only by stepping back, and then further back, and 
holding still that we can begin to see what the canvas means and to catch the larger picture.”iii  

Only half joking, he speaks of “the urgent need to slow down” in order to gain that perspective. 
And he says, “In an age of acceleration, nothing can be more exhilarating than going slow.” He 
calls it “luxurious.”  

The urgent need to slow down... luxuriously. It reminds me of the Buddhist proverb that says, 
“You should meditate twenty minutes per day, unless you are too busy. Then you should 
meditate for an hour.”  

When I was still new to the ministry, I wrote a little book of meditations and poetry. My kids 
were still young (they are grown now) and many of the things I wrote were actually a kind of 
field report. One piece was called “Sometimes It Takes a Little Craziness.” 

It went like this: 

When you arrive at the store and can’t remember why, and you forget the vet 
appointment and almost miss the dentist, even though they called you yesterday, and 
the bills are late and your kids need homework help and you are behind at work and 
haven’t exercised in weeks, and you’ve been eating fast food while vegetables wilt in 
your fridge and your garden is turning into compost and the one time you try to cook 
you leave the granola in the toaster oven, setting the damn thing on fire,  

and you double book yourself again and laundry forms mountains around your home 
and you begin to look askance at your beloved because you haven’t had fun together 
since you can’t remember when, and then, just as you are starting to wonder about 
signs of dementia, you find yourself placing a metal spoon in the microwave and turning 
it on . . .  

just breathe.  

Sometimes it takes a little craziness to get your attention. The prophet Elijah fled from a 
hundred pursuers. He hunkered down in a cave on the wind-whipped mountainside, 
trembled through an earthquake, and shielded his face from a wildfire. He looked for 
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God in the chaos. But when the storms blew over, when the shaking stilled and the 
flames died down, he crouched, panting, and thinking he’d missed it, his heart-pounding 
in his ears. Then he finally noticed the still small voice.  

The holy waits in your world, too. Maybe today it will find you in a listening posture, and 
will whisper to you. “You tumble like a leaf,” it will say. “And yet by some miracle you 
are still here. Now what is the purpose of that?” 

You don’t have to have young kids or a busy job to make yourself go fast. We do it not only 
through busy-ness, but through distraction. We go fast with distraction. Phone. Television. 
Internet. Social media. Errands. Appointments. Events.  

The faster we go, the more important slowing down is. Otherwise, time accelerates with us, 
and before we know it, years have gone by, without us ever making ourselves available, to 
ourselves, to the sacred, in that listening posture. If we do not tend our inner lives, then what 
do we really have?  

Now, if you’re like most people, including me, maybe you have some inner resistance to taking 
a pause. Slowing down, taking a pause: that means you step away from the internet. Put that 
phone down. Turn off the radio. Put away the paper and turn off the news. It’s all bad news 
anyway and that’s a lie. The world is not all bad news. You turn all that stuff off or put it away. 
And then… you sit. Or go for a walk or a bike ride. In silence. You breathe. You just see what 
happens.  

But have you ever planned to do that kind of thing, and then you just ended up getting 
distracted? “I’ll just do this one thing first,” you tell yourself. And it leads to something else, and 
then there’s an interruption. Or you say, “I’ll do it later.” And then you don’t. You are a master 
of evasive maneuvers. You are like a stunt driver on your spiritual journey in life. Silence is right 
behind you and you’ve hit the gas.  

Why do we have resistance to slowing down? What are we afraid will happen? Is it FOMO? Fear 
of missing out on something, because we’ve unplugged for a few minutes? It’s okay to miss out. 
Are we afraid of boredom? Anxiety? Negative self-talk? That’s alright. Whatever it is, it’s okay. 
Let it blow over like Elijah’s storms. Are there tears? So, there are tears.  

The poet and teacher John Welwood writes, 

Forget about enlightenment. 
Sit down wherever you are 
And listen to the wind singing in your veins. 
Feel the love, the longing, the fear in your bones. 
Open your heart to who you are, right now, 
Not who you would like to be, 
Not the saint you are striving to become, 
But the being right here before you, inside you, around you. 
All of you is holy. 
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You are already more and less 
Than whatever you can know. 
Breathe out, 
Touch in, 
Let go.iv 
 

All of you is holy. 

This month our theological theme is “awe.” Last Sunday, I talked about big awe, about the kind 
we experience in the presence of vastness or something very powerful. Today, we have turned 
inward. In the 4th century, Augustine of Hippo wrote that people “go abroad to wonder at the 
heights of mountains, at the huge waves of the sea, at the long courses of the rivers, at the vast 
compass of the ocean, at the circular motions of the stars, and they pass by themselves without 
wondering.”  

There is so much within you. You are capable of more depth, more wisdom, more healing and 
growth than you know. I’ve learned many things in my first decade of ministry. I’ve especially 
learned that.  

--- 

Before we close this morning, I want to draw your attention to a special service we are having 
this week. It is our Blue Christmas service on Wednesday. Earlier I mentioned “full solar 
spirituality.” The December holiday season can feel like that for some. There is a lot of “cultural 
noise”—think Mariah Carey Christmas music— and just a high intensity pace that can be 
stressful. If you’ve been asked a dozen times whether you are “ready for Christmas” – that’s a 
friendly question we use to chat with each other, but it is also a reference to the pace of this 
month, right?  

And I just know that for some of us, the expectations of peace, love, joy and family is… not our 
experience. That’s okay. For others, December may coincide with a loss or the anniversary of 
one, maybe a death; the end of a relationship, or another kind of loss. Fewer hours of daylight 
can also make some of us blue at this time of year. If, for any reason, this time of year finds you 
longing for calm, nourishing space, or if you are curious about that, you are invited to the Blue 
Christmas service. We’ll have gentle music, beautiful poetry, candle lighting, and prayer. It’s 
Wednesday, at 7pm, right here in the sanctuary. Everyone is welcome.  

i Starhawk. Dreaming the Dark: Magic, Sex, & Politics. Beacon Press: Boston, 1982.  
ii Taylor, Barbara Brown. Learning to Walk in the Dark. HarperOne: New York, 2014. 
iii In this interview with Krista Tippet in On Being, from November 2018: https://onbeing.org/programs/pico-iyer-

the-urgency-of-slowing-down-nov2018/ 
iv Sourced from the Soul Matters theological themes packet for December 2019. This poem is widely available on 
the internet, too, though. 
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